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1. (a) Define the term "positive definite" as applied to an n x n HormitiaD

matrix.

(b) Prove that a Hermitian positive defiuite matrix 4,:an be rrniquely

expressed as ,4 : lU, where -L is a unit lower-triangulal matrir(

*nd U is an Dp^r-'ri Lirgulir rrarrix.

(c) Show that a Hermitian matrix,4 is positive definile if and only if
A = GGE , where G is a lon-singular lower-trianguLar mxtr.ix.

Determine G such that

C}GH :

2. (a) An n x n elenentary Herrnitian natrix f/(u) is of the fc,!!r

FI(a): I -2rrn, uHu:I or r,':0,

' where L, is an n- column vector and Lo,E = D". Sholv ihab

[11(or)]-1 : g1"1

1
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and that a,ny product of elementary Hermitian matrices of jhe san:e

order is unitary.

(b) Show that, for any r € 1Rn, there is an rz x n real elemcrntary He:r-

mitian matrix l1(r.-') such that -ry(,r)r: cer where c2 = r:"c or.d

e1 : (1,0,0,...,0)r € lR".

Explain the optimal choice of the sign of c for the comllu:ation ol

(c) Find an upper triangular matrix U such that H A,= U , wLete H ,s

a, product of elementary Hermitian matrices and

I' o 'lttq-lz z 31,t--"1
I

L2 r 2)

ma,king the optimal choice o{sign in each stage ofth: pro(ies!. Hence

solve ,4r : er, where e1 = (1,0,0)".

3. (a) Define the phrase " strictly diagorally dominant" as applied to an

r, x n matrix.

(b) Let ,4 : I - L - [/ be an strictly diagonally dominant, where 1 is

the n x n identity matrix, I, a sirictly lower-triangular lllstrix ard

[/ a strictly upper-triangu]ar matdx. Prove that, for arhitrary z(0),

the sequence of vectors {c(')} defined by

../r-L\ - / -L)tlur' ,b]. r-a,1,2,.

converge to r, rvhere,4a : b. Prove also that, for some cor::espond-

ing vector and matrix norms.



(c) T\e following equations axe to be solved by Gauss-seidr lteration:

10rr*zs+xt:2,
.tr+x2+I0ra:2,

\tz * xa:1,
ttlS:rs=1.

Starting with 3(0) = 0, obtain r(1), c(2) and bound for jiz .- a{r)]]...

4, (a) Define the terms ,.Upper 
Hessenberg,, and ,,Tliiliago:ra,.,, 

as a1>

plied to an n x n matrix A.

Show that there exists a unitary matrix S, a product ol elemeLr_

tary H€rmitian matrices, such that SiJ,4S is an upper Hessenberg

matrix.

(b) Determine a tridiagonal matrix ? such th at SH AS = Z. where S is

unitary and

Choose atr appropriate sign

Hermitialt matrix needed.

for the construction of each

o,ro+t) = Aal,), r:0,I,2,...,

1.04 0

033 4

433 4

044*3

5. (a) Let A l:e an n x n Hermitian positive definite ma,trix wir;h eigel-
vectors &i conesponding eigenvalues ,\i that satisf5, ,

)r>Ir) >\n>0.
Let

())

where a, is a component ol As\) of largest modrjlus, Given that
xQ : af\ + ct2u2.. . + anun with a1 I 0, show that the lequencre

{r(')} converges to the subspace sparrned by ur and t.]aj the se_

quence { a"l} converges to )1.



(b) Let

r = 0,7,2,. .
- -t.rIl^t"+rt

J{. )" J.(r I

Show that {p.} converges to )1.

(c) Starting r-ith o(o) : (1, 1,0)", obtain r(r),,-('),2(3) byapp.ying (1)

to the matrix
2

1

0-

(b)

10
3 -1
1l

I{ence calculate 82.

6. (a) Suppose that the eigenvalue .\1 of largest modulus and cor::esponc!

irlg eigenvector zr of an n x n matrix / have been (omprLted by tbe

Power method.

i. Show that there is a non-singular matrix S, a product of an e!

ementary per$utation rllatrix and elementary 1o$€r triangda

matrix, such that

,r'here B is an (n 1)x(n 1) matrixandlisa.c (n- 1)-column

vector.

ii. Describe how the other eigenvalues and eigenv€,ctors of ,4 coulC

be computed

Il js givcn rl,ul rhe mctt ix

l: r ol
,_1,.,_,1

Lo' ol
hao an eigenvalue close to 3.4 and a corresponding elgenv(ctor ap-

proximately (0.7, 1,0.3)". Obtain 2x2 matrix B whose r:igervalrcs

approximate the other eigenvaiues of r'i.


